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Date: ___________________ 

Name: ___________________________________ 
 
USA Mailing address: ______________________________________________________________ 
 
This will confirm our agreement, as follows: 

1. That we will order a RAK Hotspot Miner, hereinafter referred to as Hotspot. 
2. That the Hotspot will be installed in your (____) home or (____) office  

 
address: ____________________________________________________________________ 
 

3. That we can also order a RAK external antenna, hereinafter referred to as Antenna, for 
improved reception. 

4. That you agree to host the Hotspot by connecting same to your internet router with ethernet 
cable or wifi. If there is no external antenna, you agree to place it near the window so it can 
pickup signals from other hotspots in your area. 

5. That you agree to ensure that the Hotspot is kept online at all times. 
6. That you understand that the Hotspot cost $600 and the Antenna cost $120, so you agree to 

take good care of it and keep same secured in your location. 
7. That PCN and/or PCN investor group own the Hotspot and Antenna, and should you want to 

discontinue hosting same, you agree to return the Hotspot and Antenna to us in good working 
condition.  

8. That in case the Hotspot gets stolen or destroyed for whatever reason, you agree to reimburse 
us with the cost of the Hotspot and Antenna. 

9. That we will pay you a hosting fee of 10% (ten Percent) based on whatever Helium HNT we 
earn from the Hotspot. 

10. That we will pay you in Helium HNT which we will transfer to your HNT wallet, or if you prefer, 
we can pay you the Dollar equivalent to your PCN debit card or send you a check, once a 
month. 

11. This agreement is valid for 5 years, and automatically renewed every 5 years thereafter. 
Kindly sign in the space hereinbelow provided to signify your conformity to the above. 
 
Sincerely,        Agreed & accepted by: 
 
 
Rick Aguiluz                __________________________  
CEO 


